De Nora Water Technologies, Inc. (Booth 1217)

de Nora Water Technologies represents more than 50 years’ experience in water treatment through brands such as Capital Controls, TETRA, ChlorTec, SeaClor, Bayoxide, Omniture, and HALPURE combined with the product development, filtration, and disinfection expertise of a global leader. Our products, systems, and technologies are used across the municipal, oil/gas, power generation, and marine sectors.

Duperon Corporation (Booth 1042)

For over 30 years, Duperon has partnered with customers to solve liquids/solids separation challenges. Our patented mechanical bar screens, compactors, and conveyors offer simple, efficient solutions; our commitment to excellence fulfills our promise: “You’ll like working with us.”

Electrosteel USA (Booth 1011)

As the first importer of ductile iron pipe in North America, Electrosteel USA has quickly been recognized as an innovation leader in the water and wastewater industries. Electrosteel offers utilities DIP and DI fittings with the latest performance-enhancing technologies.

EnvironCare Company (Booth 1342)

Enviro-Care, a WAMGROUP® company, is the exclusive supplier in North America for a complete line of pre-treatment screens and solids/grit management equipment for municipal and industrial wastewater treatment facilities. The WAM® SAVİS® and SPECO® divisions plus the complete product line of FSM® Frankenburger GmbH & Co. KG.

Hydro International, Inc. (Booth 500)

Hydro International is a global company that provides advanced technical components, systems, and processes for municipal and wastewater facilities. Designed and manufactured in the USA since 1978, more than 2,000 installations around the world have trusted Hydro-Dyne to protect critical processes.

Invent Environmental Technologies, Inc. (Booth 510)

Invent develops, produces, and globally implements innovative technical components, systems, and processes for municipal and industrial water and wastewater treatment. Our product range encompasses innovative and energy-efficient mixers, aeration and dewatering technologies, engineering and consulting, and fluid mechanical simulation services.

IXOM Watercare, Inc. (Booth 7751)

IXOM Watercare, Inc. has several new technologies: Come see information on the MIEX® Mini – a low cost, simple solution to solving DBPs for small municipalities and WaterSelect – a unique method for managing reservoir withdrawal to maximize resource efficiency.

Gorman-Rupp Company (Booth 2255)

Gorman-Rupp pumps is a leading manufacturer of pumps and pumping systems for the municipal, wastewater, sewage, industrial, construction, and original equipment manufacturer (OEM) markets. Established in 1933, Gorman-Rupp provides a quality, competitively priced product backed by superior customer service.

HOMA Pump Technology (Booth 448)

For over 50 years, HOMA submersible pumps have been serving municipalities and industrial wastewater customers throughout the world. HOMA submersible pumps provide superior hydraulic coverage with reliability and simplicity assured in permanent or portable installations. With Wet Pit or Dry Pit applications from 10 GPM to 16,000 GPM and Axial Flow applications from 5,000 to 36,000 GPM. Motors from ½ HP to 650 HP.

Huber Technology, Inc. (Booth 3635/3935)

Huber Technology, Inc. is a global company that provides a complete range of pumps, valves, water treatment equipment, industrial pumps, and猜 industrial applications. Our product range includes Huber pumps, aerators, and Slot Injector systems are ideally suited for both conventional and advanced biological treatment processes.

Klär Systeme, Inc. (Booth 5125)

Since 2001, Klär Systems has been supplying custom engineered mixing and aeration technologies to industries and municipalities worldwide. Our Jet Aeration, Jet Mixing, and Slot Injector systems are ideally suited for both conventional and advanced biological treatment processes.

Komline-Sanderson Engineering Corporation (Booth 3431)

Komline-Sanderson Engineering Corporation is a full line of fittings to repair, connect, and branch all types and sizes of pipe. Fittings include repair clamps, service saddles, tapping and line-stop sleeves, and more. Special applications, sizes, and pressures are our specialty.

Jim Myers & Sons, Inc. (JMS)

JMS was founded in 1962 and has since become a nationally recognized manufacturer of water and wastewater treatment, mixing, and specialty products. Currently located in Charlotte, North Carolina, the company produces water treatment flocculants, plate settlers, and sludge removal, water treatment, and industrial handling systems with conveyors and hoppers, and separation systems.

JCM Industries, Inc.

JCM Industries, Inc. manufactures a full line of fittings to repair, connect, and branch all types and sizes of pipe. Fittings include repair clamps, service saddles, tapping and line-stop sleeves, and more. Special applications, sizes, and pressures are our specialty.
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KSB, Inc.

KSB, a subsidiary of KSB AG, supplies quality water and wastewater treatment products such as pumps, mixers, submerged non-close sewage, mixed flow, conventional dry pit sewage pumps, and submersible mixers. KSB has an established network of sales and service locations to meet customers’ needs.

L.F. Manufacturing, Inc. (Booth 114)

L.F. Manufacturing, Inc. designs and manufactures fiberglass products for the municipal, chemical, industrial, and oilfield markets. Products include fiberglass tanks, vessels, geodesic domes, manholes, manhole liners, chemical storage tanks, and specialty process vessels. L.F. Manufacturing has been innovating in fiberglass since 1976.

Enviro-One Corporation

For over 30 years, Fortech has been providing systems integration and control services for municipalities and industrial customers to improve their water management processes, increase operational performance, and reduce environmental impact.

All Terrain Dewatering, Dry. Since 1946, Komline-Sanderson has provided quality equipment for drying, wastewater treatment, sludge processing, and air pollution control. Products include biosolids drying systems, filter presses, gravity belt thickeners, dissolved air flotation units, and spray dryer atomizers and plunger pumps.

KSB, Inc.

KSB, a subsidiary of KSB AG, supplies quality water and wastewater treatment products such as pumps, mixers, submerged non-close sewage, mixed flow, conventional dry pit sewage pumps, and submersible mixers. KSB has an established network of sales and service locations to meet customers’ needs.
Smith & Loveless Inc. (Booth 2044)
www.smithandloveless.com
Through 70 years of pioneering solutions for municipal, industrial-commercial, and governmental clients worldwide, Smith & Loveless is the largest full-line supplier of potable water distribution products. Our products are used throughout the water system, from source to customer.

Nexom (Booth 3648)
www.nexom.com
Nexom is a leader in nutrient removal solutions for wastewater. Nexom serves consulting engineers, municipalities, and industrial clients with simple yet powerful wastewater processes. More than simply an equipment manufacturer, we are a complete solution provider, and our on-staff engineers supply our consulting engineer clients with final design-ready drawings that maximize the efficacy of our proprietary technologies.

Walker Process Equipment (Booth 626)
www.walkerprocess.com
Since 1946, Walker Process Equipment has been a premier supplier of the highest quality engineered and manufactured equipment to the Water Environment Industry. Walker Process offers proven technologies for biological treatment, anaerobic treatment, wastewater clarification, digestion, separation, and sludge treatment.

Hence the voice of the technology provider in the water and wastewater industry since 1908.